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friend and counterpart Sydney Brenner who codiscov- distinct, and historically there have been many instances
where the two fields have had an extensive amount ofered mRNA and single handedly put C. elegans on the
interplay. Biochemistry is perhaps the most recognizedmap. They have made enormous and lasting contribu-
field at the interface of Chemistry and Biology, buttions to biology.
other fields have emerged out of the combination of
these two disciplines, namely Biological Chemistry,
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Chemical Ecology, Bio-organic Chemistry and most re-
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cently Chemical Biology. Biochemistry departments are
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prolific and can be found in medical schools, as basic
University of California, San Francisco science departments, and even as divisions within Chem-
San Francisco, California 94143 istry departments. Biological Chemistry departments
are most often found in medical schools and appear
to include almost any area of biological research that
involves a molecular component, be that protein, DNA,
RNA or small molecule. Bio-organic Chemistry is mostThe Chemistry and Biology Interface:
often found in Chemistry departments and emerged asAn Emerging Field or an Old Friend?
an interface field at a time when it was believed that
enzyme mimicsÐmolecules that could potentially func-
Proteins, Enzymes, Genes: The Interplay tion as catalystsÐcould be designed to replace natural
of Chemistry and Biology enzymes. In the precloning era, enzymes were often
By Joseph S. Fruton difficult to isolate and mutagenesis was not a plausible
New Haven, CT: Yale University Press (1999). 784 pp. option. The development of PCR and molecular cloning
$45.00 techniques, however, has limited the need for enzyme
mimics, since protein evolution techniques have made
the development of proteins with a specific or alteredThe intrinsic relationship between chemistry and biology
function more easily than the chemical synthesis of thetranscends the formal division of scientific disciplines
enzyme mimics themselves. This field still thrives, how-as we know them today. Why then has the interface
ever, and has evolved into the study of molecular recog-between these fields remained an interface and not
nition and supramolecular chemistry.emerged as a distinct discipline? If we consider Biology
Chemical Biology is the youngest of the fields thatto be the study of life and life processes, and Chemistry
has emerged from the Chemistry and Biology interfaceas the study of molecular behavior, the importance of
and includes research that involves the synthetic manip-chemistry in biological processes is not always immedi-
ulation of chemical species, in order to study biologicalately evident. For example, the study of synthetic chem-
systems. The emphasis of this definition is on bothistry was considered orthogonal to Biology until the
ªchemical synthesisº and ªbiological systems,º sincechemical synthesis of urea proved that a component of
each represent a very distinct and mature science in
ªlifeº could be made in the laboratory. Since this time,
their own right. The beginnings can be traced to the
the challenge of synthesizing molecules of nature has
initial investigations of small-molecule mediated DNA
become so complex that the synthesis of one molecule
cleavage (Hertzberg and Dervan, 1982). This was fol-
is often the subject of many doctoral dissertations. This lowed by other breakthrough studies including the use
complexity has resulted in the development of Natural of antibodies, which rely on the transition-state analog
Product Synthesis as a distinct scientific discipline. model of enzyme catalysis to catalyze chemical reac-
Likewise, techniques for the isolation and biological tions (Lerner et al., 1991), the incorporation of unnatural
evaluation of natural products has become a fundamen- amino acids into recombinant proteins (Noren et al.,
tal subdiscipline in Biology, often referred to as Chemi- 1989; van Hest and Tirrell, 1998) and the elucidation of
cal Ecology. signal transduction using natural product probes (Rosen
The difference between these fields does not end with and Schreiber, 1992). More recent advances in Chemical
experimental technique, however, and these differences Biology include the synthesis of molecules to explore
can perhaps best be exemplified by the differences in cell recognition (Gordon et al., 1998), chemical modifica-
each scientist's approach to a scientific problem. To me tions of cellular surfaces (Mahal et al., 1997), the func-
it seems that biologically trained scientists often ask the tional cloning of natural product receptors (Sche et al.,
question ªwhy or how did nature evolve to its present 1999), the modification of ATP to explore kinase speci-
state?º while chemically trained scientists ask ªwhat ficity (Bishop et al., 1998), the synthesis of novel hor-
physical principle can we use to describe our observa- mone-binding compounds to explore nuclear hormone
tion?º This is not to say that the biologist does not deal receptor specificity and function (Chiellini et al., 1998),
with basic physical principles nor that the chemist does synthetic modifications of nucleotides to study RNA
not believe in evolution. But biological systems do structure and catalysis (Strobel, 1999), chemical in-
evolve and chemical systems do follow the laws of phys- ducers of signaling events (Crabtree and Schreiber,
ical principles, and these questions are a fundamental 1996), and the development of sequence specific DNA-
product of classical training in each respective field. binding small molecules (Dervan and Burli, 1999). These
Therefore, it is appropriate that each scientist asks the are only a few examples that are meant to be representa-
first question that is likely to provide a rationale for tive, not inclusive, of this emerging field. A common
observed behavior. element in these studies, however, is the systematic
manipulation of small molecules in order to addressIn nature, however, Chemistry and Biology are not
Cell
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fundamental biological questions. Another interesting David J. Austin
Department of Chemistryfeature of these studies is that they are largely the prod-
uct of a single research laboratory, which implies the Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520emergence of a new type of scientist, capable of incor-
porating nontrivial techniques from both disciplines.
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reader to jump from topic to topic without penalty. The
sections are clearly marked and the references provide
a source of clarification and further reading. Having said Some Light on the Mystery
this, it must be pointed out that the book reads very of Mysterieswell and can be understood by the lay person. If you
want proof of this, just read the section on Gibbs free
Phylogeography: The History and Formationenergy (p. 249). The organization of the book is by area
of Speciesand the material is presented essentially in chronological
By John Aviseorder within each section. The major sections include:
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press (2000). 447the impact of institutional settings, the philosophy of
pp. $49.95Chemistry and Biology, fermentation as an enzyme
source, the function of proteins, chemical energy in biol-
ogy, biosynthesis, heredity and signal transduction. In 1838, John W. F. Herschel, the son of the astronomer
Each area is discussed with an emphasis on the scien- William Herschel and a photographic pioneer who actu-
tists, their experiments, what they taught us, and how ally invented the term photography, wrote a letter to
their research was interpreted at the time of discovery. Charles Babbage (the inventor of the computer). The
This provides an invaluable insight into how we came letter was not about photography or computing ma-
to learn what we now consider common knowledge. chines, but about the nature of biological species. In
Perhaps it is best that the interface of Chemistry and the middle of it he said, ªOf course I allude to that
Biology continuously redefines itself and spawns new mystery of mysteries, the replacement of extinct species
subdisciplines. Both fields change as new techniques by others.º
are developed and new breakthroughs discovered. The Charles Darwin wrote down Herschel's phrase in his
future of this interface, whether or not it defines itself notebooks with delight, and used it in the introduction
as a distinct discipline, will likely reflect techniques avail- to The Origin of Species. There he modestly said that
able from each field. The sequence of the human ge- he hoped to cast some light on the problem that Her-
nome and the function of its gene products is perhaps schel had found so puzzling.
one of the most important and awe-inspiring projects Darwin's book certainly did cast a great deal of light
of modern science, and the Chemistry and Biology inter- on the process of evolution, but in spite of its title it did
face is likely to play an important role in its elucidation. not cast very much on the origin of species itself. It left
While we look forward to the future interplay of Chemis- unanswered two very large questions. First, why are
try and Biology, Fruton has provided us with a valuable species such apparently discrete entities, in many cases
so clearly separated from each other that it is easy forglimpse of its past.
